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  1.     Introduction 

 Graphene is a remarkable material that is made of single layer 
of carbon atoms. [ 1 ]  Its unique physical and chemical proper-
ties make graphene a promising material for a wide range of 
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 Stable graphene oxide monoliths (GOMs) have been fabricated by exploiting 
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like an elastic hydrogel. The fabricated GOM is non-cyctotoxic to L929 cell lines 
indicating a potential for biomedical applications. It could also be readily con-
verted to graphene monolith upon thermal treatment. This new rapid and facile 
method to prepare covalently cross-linked GOM may open the door to the syn-
thesis and application of next generation multifunctional 3D graphene structures. 
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applications such as fl exible electronics, [ 2 ]  
catalyst supports, [ 3 ]  and energy related 
applications. [ 4 ]  The self-assembly of indi-
vidual graphene sheets into a macro 
graphene monolith is critical to accom-
plish many of the aforementioned appli-
cations. [ 5 ]  Graphene oxide (GO) is the 
oxidized form of graphene that has abun-
dant highly reactive oxygen-containing 
groups on its fl at surface, which makes it 
an ideal precursor to form versatile macro 
graphene-based structures. Multifunc-
tional two-dimensional (2D) graphene [ 6 ]  
and GO [ 7 ]  fi lms were initially synthesized 
by vacuum induced self-assembly methods 
using GO as a precursor. These conduc-
tive and mechanically strong graphene 
fi lms have paved their way into applica-
tions such as fl exible electrodes [ 8,9 ]  and 
electrochemical sensors. [ 10,11 ]  Recently, 
three-dimensional (3D) graphene/GO 
architectures have attracted a lot of atten-

tion due to their low density [ 12 ]  and high surface area, [ 13 ]  as well 
as their unique mechanical [ 14 ]  and electrical properties. [ 13 ]  Wang 
et al. initially reported a hydrothermal method to produce a 3D 
graphene monolith promoted by different noble metals. [ 5 ]  Then 
Worsley et al. introduced a sol–gel process to produce a similar 
3D macro assembly of graphene sheets. [ 13 ]  The direct synthesis 
of a graphene monolith was fi rst reported by Shi et al. using 
a one-step hydrothermal procedure without using any other 
chemical agents. [ 15 ]  Following this, many different approaches, 
including the use of small organic molecules, [ 16,17 ]  metal 
ions, [ 18,19 ]  and polymers [ 20,21 ]  have been employed to facilitate 
the formation of a 3D graphene monolithic structure through 
non-covalent chemical interactions. The formation of a macro 
assembled graphene structure has also been achieved through 
the chemical reduction of GO by various reducing agents. [ 14,22 ]  
However, most of the previous methods required high tem-
perature and/or long reaction times to form the 3D GO geom-
etries. Most studies to date have been focused on the structural, 
mechanical, and/or electronic properties of the synthesized gra-
phene monoliths, whilst the mechanism behind the formation 
of these graphene based structures is not yet well understood. 
Moreover, many of the previously reported methods attributed 
the formation of a 3D geometry to non-covalent interactions, 
such as π–π stacking, [ 15,23 ]  hydrogen bonding, [ 24 ]  or electrostatic 
interactions. [ 21 ]  However, there have been very few studies of 
covalently bonded 3D GO structures [ 25,26 ]  and the mechanism(s) 
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behind their formation have not been fully investigated. In 
order to explore the practical applications of this new material, 
an effective and simple method to fabricate the 3D graphene 
based monoliths is needed. 

 In this report, we investigated a rapid and facile cross-linking 
methodology to fabricate 3D multifunctional graphene oxide 
monolithic (GOM) structures by covalent chemical bonding. 
The developed method can form cross-linked GOM within 
1 min under mild conditions, in the presence of a traditional 
epoxy curing agent, D 400 , as a cross-linker. D 400  is a polyoxypro-
pylene diamine with two active primary amine groups located 
on secondary carbon atoms at each end of an aliphatic polyether 

chain (Scheme S1), which makes it a suitable binder to stitch 
two or more GO sheets together. It was revealed that the C–N 
bond formation is the driving force to form the GOM. Investi-
gation of the mechanism for the formation of GOM strongly 
suggests that the intercalations of D 400  with GO have three dif-
ferent conformations, which can result in different GO assem-
blies. Furthermore, the fabricated GOM demonstrated shape 
memory behavior as it can recover to the original dimensions 
when it is re-hydrated. This ultrafast cross-link method has the 
advantage of simplicity and scalability, which can provide an 
alternative rapid route to the fabrication of versatile graphene 
based macrostructures with tunable intercalation distances.  

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4915–4921

 Figure 1.    a) UV-vis spectra of D 400 , GO, and GOM, insert digital photograph shows pure GO (left) and thermally cross-linked GOM by D 400  (right). 
b,c) SEM images of GOM and GO, respectively. d) Enlarged SEM image of (b). e,f) Optical microscope images of GO and GOM, respectively.
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  2.     Results and Discussion 

  2.1.     Ultrafast Fabrication of Covalently Cross-linked GOM 

 From a chemical point of view, GO can be viewed as a macropo-
lymer that is decorated by a large number of highly reactive 
oxygen-containing functional groups, such as carboxylic groups 
at the edge or epoxy and hydroxyl groups located on the basal 
planes (Scheme S1). [ 27 ]  In polymer chemistry, the ring opening 
reaction of epoxy groups is an effective chain growth poly-
merization method to prepare specifi c polymers. [ 28 ]  In our 
study, the epoxy groups on the surface of GO were employed 
as the reactive sites to react with epoxy curing agent D 400 . This 
ultrafast cross-linking reaction can form GOM in just 1 min at 
90 °C (Video-S1). In a control experiment, pure GO was heated 
without D 400 , and no monolith was formed. There was no 
change in the color or morphology of the GO dispersion and the 
corresponding UV-vis absorption peak maximum remained at 
230 nm, the same as untreated GO ( Figure    1  a), showing neither 
cross-linking nor reduction. Therefore, D 400  is a critical compo-
nent in the ultrafast formation of GOMs. Previously, the reac-
tion between D 400  and GO was used in the preparation of GO/
polyimide composite fi lms, but no monolith was formed when 
the reaction was conducted in dimethylacetamide (DMAc). [ 29 ]  
We also observed no monolith formation when GO and D 400  
were heated in DMAc (Figure S1a). However, when the GO/D 400  
mixture received a heat treatment in a DMAc/water mixture, a 
cross-linked monolith was formed (Figure S1b), indicating that 
an aqueous environment is essential for successful monolith 
formation. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images reveal 
that the monolithic structure consists of macroporous building 
blocks which were constructed from intercalated GO sheets 
stacked together (Figure  1 b,d). Figure  1 c shows an SEM image 
of the uncross-linked fl at GO sheets that are attached to the sur-
face of a Si wafer. From the SEM image it can be seen that the 
size of the building blocks of the GOM is on the order of tens 
of micrometres in diameter, which is within the visible range of 
an optical microscope. Figure  1 e is an optical microscope image 
of fl at GO sheets that are attached to the surface of a glass slide. 
However, the optical microscope image of GOM shows that the 
gross morphology signifi cantly changes to a rough surface con-

sisting of peaks and valleys after cross-linking (Figure  1 f). The 
transformation from 2D GO sheets to a 3D intercalated struc-
ture was further evidenced by the unfocused areas of the GOM 
image, due to the narrow focal plane of the optical microscope. 
Optical profi lometry measurements also revealed that the sur-
face of the GOM was considerably rough with an amplitude 
parameter (Sa) of 39 µm ( Figure    2  ). This value was consistent 
with the SEM observations that the macropores of the GOM 
were between 30–40 µm.   

 The cross-linking reaction takes place very quickly with D 400 . 
We propose that the driving force for the formation of GOM 
is the ring opening reaction between epoxy and amine groups 
(Scheme S1). Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
analysis shows the appearance of two new peaks at 1260 and 
796 cm −1  after the reaction ( Figure    3  a), consistent with the for-
mation of new C–N bonds (a detailed comparison of the FTIR 
spectra is given in the Supporting Information, Figure S2). For 
comparison, in a control experiment, when GO was mixed with 
D 400  without heat treatment, the mixture did not form GOM 
after one month at room temperature and the FTIR spectrum 
of the sample revealed no C–N peaks (Figure S3), indicating 
that no signifi cant reaction occurs at room temperature. The 
formation of C–N covalent bonds in the GOM structure was 
further confi rmed by X-ray photoelectron sectroscopy (XPS) 
analysis. Figure  3 b shows that both GO and GOM have C1s and 
O1s peaks in the survey spectrum, while the XPS survey spec-
trum of GOM shows a new distinct N1s peak at the binding 
energy about 400 eV, which is consistent with the formation of 
a C–N bond. In addition, it was also found that no monolith 
was formed when GO was reacted with methyl iodide quater-
nized D 400  (Figure S4 and S5), indicating that covalent bonds, 
rather than electrostatic interactions, dominates the monolith 
formation mechanism.   

  2.2.     Three Different Conformations 

 GOM could be formed within 1 min when the weight ratio of 
D 400  to GO was within the range 0.5–8. Under other ratios, 
the resultant products remained yellow brown solutions and 
no monolith was formed. We found that the intercalations of 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4915–4921

 Figure 2.    a) Surface roughness of the GOM measured by profi le meter (3 mm × 3 mm area). b) Corresponding 3D view of the marked area in (a).
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linear diamines with GO may result in three different geome-
tries depending on the amount of D 400  employed in the reaction 
( Figure    4  ), i.e., (a) a loop conformation, where both ends of 
the diamines react with epoxy groups located in the same GO 
sheet; (b) a bridge conformation, where each end of the D 400  
reacts with epoxy groups located in different GO sheets, and; (c) 
a tail conformation, where only one end of the diamines reacts 
with one epoxy group in a GO sheet, leaving another amine 
unreacted. Robert et al. were fi rst to propose the possibility 
of the existence of these three different conformations when 
graphene oxide sheets are intercalated by diaminoalkanes. [ 30 ]  
However, no evidence was given or has since been given to sup-
port this hypothesis. Moreover, Robert et al. did not report the 
formation of monolithic structures in their work.  

 In our study, we demonstrate that three different products 
could result from the reaction of GO with D 400 , as demonstrated 
by the radically different mechanical properties measured by 
rheometer. As shown in  Figure    5  , the storage modulus of the 
product dramatically varies depending on the ratio of D 400  used 
in the reaction. At a low D 400  concentration, the product mainly 
contains the loop conformation (e.g., ratios <0.02), while at a 
high concentration the tail conformation predominates (e.g., 
ratios >50). As illustrated in Figure  4 , these two conformations 
cannot result in a cross-linked structure; instead, the GO sheets 
exist as individual separated plates in solution even after a very 
long reaction time (Figure S6). As a result, the storage moduli 
in these cases were lower than 100 Pa (Figure  5 a). Moreover, 

the modulus of the tail conformation product was signifi -
cant lower than the original GO solution, presumably due to 
the formation of PPOylated GO structure. We found that the 
cross-linked GOM can only be formed under certain conditions 
(limited reaction ratios) where D 400  molecules can form bridges 
between the GO sheets. The inset picture in Figure  5 a shows 
that a stable GOM was synthesized when the weight ratio of 
D 400 /GO was 2, resulting in a much higher storage modulus 
compared to other ratios.  

 From the proposed schematic illustration (Figure  4 ), the 
interlayer distance may be different in different conforma-
tions. For example, the loop conformation is expected to have 
the smallest d spacing as both ends of the D 400  react with the 
same GO surface, whilst the tail conformation may result in the 
largest interlayer space, as only one end of the diamine reacts 
with GO and the molecular chain of D 400  is in the extended 
conformation. While, theoretically, the formation of all three 
conformations would be expected in the reaction mixture, the 
GO-to-diamine molar ratio can infl uence the relative proportion 
of the resulting conformations formed. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
patterns confi rmed that the d spacing of the products varied 
dramatically when different amounts of D 400  were employed to 
react with GO. For pure GO, the d spacing was about 0.79 nm. 
However, a new peak at 2θ = 10.5° appears when a small 
amount of D 400  (D 400 /GO = 0.02) is added, corresponding to 
an interlayer spacing of 0.84 nm. Meanwhile, the presence of 
a d = 0.72 nm peak indicated the co-existence of some free GO 
sheets. The bridge conformation resulted in a single peak with 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4915–4921

 Figure 3.    a) FTIR of GO, D 400  and GOM; b) XPS spectra of GO and GOM.

 Figure 4.    Proposed schematic illustration of the three different geom-
etries that are formed under different ratio of D 400  to GO: a) loop confor-
mation, b) bridge conformation, c) tail conformation.

 Figure 5.    a) Rheological measurement of GOM products prepared under 
different weight ratios of D 400  to GO. b) Corresponding XRD patterns of 
pure GO and GO intercalated with different amounts of D 400. 
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a d spacing of 1.34 nm, while the existence of a tail conforma-
tion was refl ected by a new peak at 2θ = 5.4°, corresponding to 
an interlayer spacing of 1.62 nm. There was also a new broad 
peak at about 26°, corresponding to the reduced graphene oxide 
peak. This fi nding is consistent with our previous work, sug-
gesting that GO can be partially reduced by diamines. [ 31 ]  

 The cross-linking reaction was simulated by molecular 
dynamics (MD) modeling ( Figure    6  a) to confi rm our experi-
mental fi ndings. Figure  6 b shows the plot of the distance 
between model GO sheets versus time for a molecular 
dynamics calculation of two model GO sheets linked by three 
D 400  molecules (bridge conformation). The equilibrium dis-
tance of the bridge conformation was calculated to be around 
14–15 Å, which is in good agreement with the experimental 
results (13.4 Å) obtained from the XRD patterns. The loop 
and tail structures were also simulated using the same MD 
protocol. In both cases, there was no interaction between 
functionalized GO sheets and the individual sheets drifted 
apart during the simulation. These results were consistent 
with our experimental observations that these adducts only 
resulted in homogeneous dispersions (Figure S6). Given that 
the zeta potentials for these loop and tail adducts were –31 mV 
and –21 mV, respectively, there would be strong electrostatic 
repulsion between the untethered GO sheets and it would 
be reasonable that these would exist as individual sheets in 
water.   

  2.3.     Formation of GOM by Diamines with Different 
Chain Lengths 

 In addition to D 400 , a series of diamines with different chain 
lengths (from D 88  to D 2000 , their structures are listed in 
Table S1) were investigated to elucidate the effect of chain 
length on cross-linking reaction between GO and diamines. 
These other diamines were able to form GOMs, but usually 
required a longer reaction time (>1 min). Rheological meas-
urements of these GO/diamine systems demonstrated that the 
moduli of the products were not as high as that of D 400  under 
the same reaction conditions (Figure S7), showing that D 400  
was the best diamine cross-linker to fabricate GOM among 
the diamines tested. In addition, XRD analysis showed that 
the interlayer spacing of the product varied as GO reacted with 
diamines of different chain lengths ( Figure    7  ). Therefore, the 

interlayer spacing of GO sheets can be tuned by changing both 
diamine concentration and chain length.   

  2.4.     Multifunctional GOM 

 Stability tests showed that the synthesized GOM was stable 
under harsh conditions. Figure S8 shows the digital pictures 
of GOMs that were able to maintain their original shape and 
integrity after immersion in strong acid (pH = 1) and base 
(pH = 13) solutions for 2 months. The prepared GOM was 
found to behave like an elastic hydrogel, in which dehydration 
and hydration can switch very quickly, triggered by water. As 
shown in Video-S2, the volume of the formed GOM decreased 
dramatically when water was absorbed by a tissue (shrunk to 
22% of the original height). This conformation change was 
reversible when water was added again. It was found that the 
GOM could recover to the original shape and volume (swelled 
to 98% of the original height) once it was re-hydrated. Based on 
this conditional recovery property, the as prepared GOM served 
as a nanofi lter readily fi ltering a model eluent, methylene blue, 
from aqueous solution with an adsorption capacity of 465 mg/g 
(Figure S9). 

 Carbon nanomaterials have shown great potential in various 
biomedical applications such as drug delivery, bioimaging, and 
biosensing. [ 32 ]  However, the bioapplications of the newly devel-
oped 3D graphene monolithic structure has been limited. Our 
as-prepared GOM offers a potential scaffold for tissue engi-
neering owing to its highly interconnective porous structure. 
Initial cytotoxicity assessment of the GOM was performed by 
culturing of the human fi broblast cell line (L929) on the surface 
of GOM. Within 24 h, most of L929 cells were found to attach 
to the GOM scaffold (Figure S10). After 3 days, L929 cells pro-
liferated, migrated along the skeleton of GOM and grew in a 
3D fashion ( Figure    8  a). Moreover, the presence of unfocused 
cells suggests that the L929 cells have migrated into the GOM 
porous structure. The cell viability reached 99% and 93% after 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4915–4921

 Figure 6.    a) Molecular dynamics modeling of two GO sheets linked by 
three D 400  molecules. b) Plot of the distance between model GO sheets 
versus time for the bridge conformation.

 Figure 7.    XRD patterns of GO intercalated by diamines of different chain 
length (diamine/GO weight ratio is 2 for all the samples).
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24 and 72 h respectively, (Figure  8 b), showing non-cytotoxicity, 
consistent with reported 3D graphene foams [ 33 ]  and 2D gra-
phene fi lm. [ 34 ]  Thus, GOM provides a good substrate for the 
adhesion and proliferation of L929 cells, suggesting that 
our GOM scaffold may have potential for use in biomedical 
applications.  

 In comparison to previously reported methods of fabricating 
graphene based macroassemblies, the cross-linking method-
ology developed in this study has the advantage of simplicity, 
scalability, and rapid fabrication. This thermal cross-linking 
method involving D 400  can fabricate GOMs in arbitrary moulds 
simply by heating. Video S3 demonstrates the formation of 
GOM in a glass bottle in about 10 s using a heating gun. In 
addition, the fast cross-linking method has provided an alterna-
tive way to fabricate graphene monolithic structure. We found 
that the GOM can be readily transformed into graphene mono-
lith (Figure S11) just by heating at 600 °C for 20 min. XPS of the 
carbonized GOM revealed that most of the oxygen-containing 
groups are removed from the GOM, while the N content did 
not signifi cantly change (Table S2), consistent with our pro-
posed mechanism that GOM is formed by covalent C–N bonds. 
Furthermore, the deconvoluted N1s spectrum demonstrated 
that the functionalized N species (NH 2 /NH 3  + –C and N–C spe-
cies) on the surface of GOM can be readily incorporated within 
the graphene lattice after annealing (Figure S12). Therefore, the 
cross-linking method developed in this study also provided a 
facile strategy to produce N-doped graphene macrostructures.   

  3.     Conclusions 

 We have demonstrated a simple but rapid and effective method 
to fabricate macroassembled graphene oxide monolith (GOM) 
with tunable intercalation distance using commercial diamines 
as cross-linkers. The ring opening reaction between GO epox-
ides and diamines generated covalent C–N bonds which were 
attributed to the formation of this stable GOM, in which the 
GO nanosheets are stitched together by C–N bonds. It was 
proven that the intercalation of GO with linear diamine mol-
ecules can form three different geometries, which can result 
in totally different assemblies of GO. Moreover, the interlayer 
space of GO sheets can be controlled from 0.84 nm to 2.04 nm 
by intercalation with diamines of different concentrations and 
chain lengths. The resulting monoliths showed potential in 

nanofi ltration and tissue engineering applications and were 
readily converted to graphene monoliths by thermal treatment. 
Our fi ndings have provided new insights into the reaction 
mechanism of covalently cross-linked GOM structures, which 
may facilitate the rational design and versatile production of 
graphene based materials.  

  4.     Experimental Section 
  Fabrication of GOM : Graphene oxide (600 mesh) was initially 

prepared by the modifi ed Hummers method. [ 35 ]  Typically, GOM was 
fabricated by heating a mixture of D 400  (Huntsman Corporation Australia 
Pty Ltd, 12 mg) with GO solution (2 mL, 3 mg/mL in water) at 90 °C 
for 1 min (See supporting information Video-S1). Note that the ultrafast 
formation of GOM can only occur in water dispersion. Dehydrated 
GOMs were obtained by freeze drying of the as-synthesized monoliths. A 
range of diamines were investigated in the formation of GOMs. All ratios 
mentioned in this work are weight ratios. Quaternized D 400  was prepared 
by adding D 400  (2.382 g) dropwise to vigorously stirred methyl iodide 
(11.400 g) at room temperature. After 15 min, the reaction mixture was 
dried under vacuum at 70 °C for 24 h to afford a viscous liquid. 

  Molecular Dynamics Calculations : Molecular dynamics (MD) 
calculations of a model GOM were carried out using Sybylx2.0 on an 
i7 processor running RedHat linux. Calculations used a model for GO 
(Figure  6 ) based on that by R.S. Ruoff. [ 36 ]  Three D 400  linkers were added 
at the appropriately spaced attachment points. The structures were 
annealed for 100 ps and simulated for 600 ns until it was clear that an 
equilibrium distance between the GO sheets had been reached. The 
Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) and partial atomic charges, and 
implicit solvent (dielectric constant of 80) were used. 

  Cytotoxicity Assay : GOM samples were placed into wells of a 96-well 
polystyrene cell culture plate and soaked overnight in two changes of 
culture media, then rinsed with phosphate buffer solution (PBS) to 
remove soluble impurities. The samples were sterilized by rinsing with 
75% ethanol then placed under UV light for 20 min in a laminar fl ow 
hood. Samples were seeded with 5 × 10 3  L929 human fi broblast cells per 
well, and cultured in MEM-GlutaMax nutrient mixture (Life Technologies, 
USA), supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (Life Technologies, 
USA) at 37 ºC in 5% CO 2 , 1% Anti-Anti (Antibiotic, antimycotic, Life 
Technologies, USA), and 1% NEAA (Life Technologies, USA). After 24 h 
and 72 h, the cells were stained with Calcein AM, which is cleaved to 
yield a green fl uorescent product by metabolically active cells and red 
fl uorescent product by dead cells. Images were obtained using a Nikon 
TE 2000-U microscope and analyzed by Image J software. 

  Characterization : The morphology and structure of GOMs were 
examined by fi eld emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM Philips 
XL30). The surface morphology of the GOM was analyzed with Altimet 
Altisurf 500 (Cotec) optical profi lometer. UV-Vis absorption spectra were 
recorded on an Agilent HP 8453 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Optical 
images were obtained with an Olympus GX71 optical microscope.  1 H 
NMR spectroscopy was conducted on a 400 MHz Bruker Ultrashiled 
Spectrometer (Bruker, Germany) in MeOD. The Fourier transform-
infrared (FTIR) spectrum was recorded with Thermo Nicolet 6700 FTIR 
Spectrometer. A Bruker D8 Advance X-ray Diffractometer using CuKα 
radiation (40 kV, 40 mA) equipped with a LynxEye silicon strip detector was 
employed to obtain the XRD patterns. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) characterizations were performed in an AXIS Ultra-DLD spectrometer 
(Kratos Analytical Ltd. Manchester) equipped with a monochromated Al 
Kα X-ray source. The dynamic rheological measurements of the products 
were performed on an ARES rheometer (TA Instruments, USA), the storage 
modulus (G′) were collected under 90 °C for 1 min.  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2014, 24, 4915–4921

 Figure 8.    L929 adhesion and proliferation on GOM. (a) Cell viability 
assay of L929 cells on GOM after 72 h of culture as determined by live/
dead assay, live cells were stained green and dead cells were stained red. 
(b) The percentage of live cells on GOM after 1 day and 3 days of culture.
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